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There’s no getting around it: the economic fallout caused by the COVID-19 pandemic has created 
more than its fair share of challenges for the credit union industry. But with those challenges have come 
new opportunities. The year 2020 has given credit unions the opportunity to rethink goals. To reshape 
strategies and realign priorities. It’s given credit unions the opportunity to prove their trustworthiness. To 
be there for their members when they’re needed the most.

At the 2020 Symitar® Educational Conference (SEC) & TechConnect, more than 2,800 credit union leaders 
and representatives came together in a new, virtual format. Together, we discussed these challenges and 
opportunities, explored the current climate, and looked forward to the future. We also raised $5,000 
and donated 3,318 meals on behalf of this year’s nonprofit partner, Feeding America, through personal 
donations, Run with Jack Henry: Virtual 5K, and SnackNation – proving that together, our credit union 
community can truly make a difference.  

The agenda for the 2020 SEC was thoughtfully crafted to include a variety of hot topics. The top themes 
ranged from improving the member experience and increasing efficiency, to maximizing deposits 
and addressing regulatory and security concerns, to choosing a commercial growth strategy and 
understanding how to use data intelligently.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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I M P R O V I N G  T H E 
M E M B E R  E X P E R I E N C E

“How many of you have ever heard the following? That Millennials only 
want digital banking, they never want to deal with people because 
in reality, algorithms can answer all their questions. But none of this 
matters anyway, because Millennials aren’t really loyal customers,” 
started SEC keynote speaker Adrienne Harris. “Bottom line: if you’re a 
credit union or a community bank, you should dismiss Millennials and 
any digitally native generations as customers.” Spoiler: only variations of 
those statements are true. 

Throughout her career as a financial services expert and professor at the 
University of Michigan, Adrienne has learned it’s true that Millennials 
prefer digital solutions to manage their money (67% of Millennials, 
versus 50% of other generations, want digital banking tools from their 
financial institution). But it’s also true that they crave human connection 
– and that if given an option that combined modern conveniences and a 
personal touch, “they would quickly snatch it up.”1

INSIGHT FROM THE OPENING KEYNOTE | Adrienne Harris

67% of Millennials  
want digital banking  
tools from their  
financial institution.

Adrienne Harris

67%
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That concept – putting the personal in digital – is what lies at the heart of Modern 
MembershipSM. As discussed in spotlight session The Professor, the Strategist & the Man 
Bun: A Conversation About the Future, there has been considerable acceleration lately of 
credit unions getting into the digital space in order to better serve their members. 

Pre-pandemic priorities and focus areas largely included improving digital delivery and 
digitizing branches. But COVID-19 has started the bigger conversation when it comes to 
digital – how to interact with members, how to build relationships, and how to maintain 
those relationships. That’s why you’ll see traditional call centers evolving into true contact 
centers – with credit unions upskilling their agents and empowering them with the tools 
they need to improve the service they deliver.

INSIGHT FROM THE MAIN STAGE | The Professor, the Strategist & the Man Bun:  
A Conversation About the Future Moderated by “Uncle” Sam Maule

Now is the time to rethink and refocus your 
member experience by getting back to basics:

Who are you serving? 

Why should members join your credit union? 

Why should they stay? 

What are their needs? 

How can you improve their financial lives?

There has been considerable 
acceleration lately of credit 
unions getting into the digital 
space in order to better serve 
their members.
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The digital payments battle isn’t just heating up – it’s on fire. In 2017, we saw the promise of real-time 
payments and we watched P2P pick up steam. Over the next couple of years, credit and debit cards 
continued to be the mainstay for payments, and bill pay continued its growth with the introduction of 
items like eBills. 

Then 2020 came along and supercharged payments in a way the industry had never seen before. The 
COVID-19 pandemic forced the adoption of online, mobile, and call center channels; created a tipping 
point for digital and contactless payments; caused the overnight virtualization of the workforce; and 
hurried along the evolution of the underlying market structure. 

During COVID-19, the industry has seen 35% of consumers increase their online banking usage. 
Mastercard reports more than 40% growth in contactless transactions during the pandemic; and in the 
March quarter of 2020, Visa saw more than 13 million customers in Latin America make their first-ever 
online transaction. What’s more is this trend doesn’t seem to be going away. Of the 48% of consumers 
who have shifted more of their shopping online, 86% intend to stick with those experiences and 63% 
plan to maintain some of those digital behaviors. And 60% of consumers expect merchants to 
offer a way to pay in-store without interacting with a card reader.2

As we see the world move toward invisible payments and watch fintechs like Varo and 
Square enter the traditional banking space, making sure your credit union is top-
of-app and top-of-wallet will go a long way toward increasing your payments 
revenue and maximizing deposits. How can you do that? One top strategic 
tactic is taking a platform approach to payments. Think: implementing 
a payments hub, delivering an open API, and considering payments-
as-a-service (PaaS). With a platform approach, your credit union 
will be positioned to compete with big banks and fintechs. In 
fact, platform-based financial institutions can achieve twice 
the operating profits, higher market values, and steady 
growth than non-platform-based firms.

M A X I M I Z I N G  D E P O S I T S

INSIGHT FROM THE SPOTLIGHT | The Digital Battle That Your Credit Union Must Win

During COVID-19, the industry has seen 35% of 
consumers increase their online banking usage. 
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When it comes to increasing efficiency, automation is key – but it’s important to balance automation 
with the personal touch that comes from maintaining a human element. There was a lot of buzz 
around the session, jhaCall Center: The Future of the Call Center, which addressed the importance of 
member touchpoints during the pandemic. 

Whether it’s due to a job loss, health concerns, or a fear of economic uncertainty, your members 
could be struggling; and now more than ever, they need to feel understood and protected by their 
credit union. That’s why you’ll see that the pandemic has led to a reevaluation of the way jhaCall 
Center agents handle increasing volume. One approach includes using innovative tech to gamify 
the agent experience. The end result of effective communication within the teams and exceptional 
interactions with members.

I N C R E A S I N G  Y O U R  C R E D I T 
U N I O N ’ S  E F F I C I E N C Y

INSIGHT FROM THE ON-DEMAND LIBRARY | jhaCall Center™: The Future of the 
Call Center

Another hot session on the topic of increasing 
efficiency with business process automation 
was Improve Your Digital Transformation 
Strategy with Synergy eSign Release 2020. 
With a reduced client footprint and new 
features like a collected documents page 
(where users can add external documents 
to existing sessions), the new release makes 
the Synergy eSign solution easier to use and 
maintain. Bolstered security is also a part of 
the 2020 release, with OAuth authentication 
and new permissions; as well as added 
flexibility (e.g. the ability to change the signing 
order of remote sessions). And because 
users can now use Apple iPads, they’re more 
mobile, can process transactions, and can 
design documents and templates.

INSIGHT FROM THE ON-DEMAND 
LIBRARY | Improve Your Digital 
Transformation Strategy with Synergy 
eSign™ Release 2020
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What exactly is empathic banking? Simply put, it’s usually sandwiched between data analytics and 
cognitive computing. It’s learning about your member by leveraging your digital toolset to identify data 
changes and, most importantly, doing something about it. 

Through innovative tech, process automation, and decisions provided by the human element, you can 
create a personalized, individualized member experience. For example, you can tie a member’s social 
media activity to his or her Episys® account (if they opt-in, of course) and then connect to Microsoft® 
Azure Analytics to detect the sentiment and evaluate the content of the posts. Using these values, you 
can determine whether your member spoke positively or negatively about your credit union and use an 
automated process to trigger a feedback service event. Once the feedback is received, the owners of 
your member engagement process can review the social media post and decide if they want to send 
the member a follow-up email. Completing this process in jhaEnterprise Workflow™ sends the email and 
closes that feedback loop.  

Using empathic banking, you can offer a better experience for the Modern Member and ultimately 
contribute to your bottom line.

U S I N G  D ATA  I N T E L L I G E N T LY

INSIGHT FROM THE MAIN STAGE | Know Thy Member: Using Data for  
Empathic Banking

INSIGHT FROM THE ON-DEMAND 
LIBRARY | Member Journeys: The 
Power of Listening Drives Metrics

Listening is the key to a fruitful member 
lifecycle that spurs action. Collaborate with 
your members and your employees to truly 
center on your members’ journeys. Start 
with one critical journey so you can expand 
and improve as you learn, instead of trying 
to do everything at once. Also, don’t feel 
like you have to start from scratch. Take 
the time to network with others who have 
already started the process, attend CX-
specific conferences, use quality research, 
and share information and learning across 
your credit union.
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On June 16, 2016, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued Accounting Standard 
2016-13, which is now known as CECL (current expected credit losses). One day later, a joint 
regulatory statement was issued by the NCUA, OCC, FDIC, and the Federal Reserve, in support 
of the implementation of CECL, that is reasonable and practical, taking into consideration the size, 
complexity, and risk profile of each institution. The session, CECL Impact: Auditor Focus Versus 
Regulator Focus, outlined best practices for preparing to adopt the new standard. When a credit 
union goes live with CECL, it’s best to be prepared for both audit and regulatory review, recognizing 
that these are two different audiences. The primary interest of audit is in controls and the secondary 
interest is in the process for estimation. They want to answer the question: “has sufficient evidence 
been obtained to create the estimate?” Because you can change your audit firm but can’t easily 
change your regulator, start the dialogue with your audit firm as early as possible. For regulatory 
review, you need to consider the entire balance sheet risk picture when deciding on appropriate 
allowance for loan loss level.

A D D R E S S I N G  R E G U L AT O RY 
&  S E C U R I T Y  C O N C E R N S

INSIGHT FROM THE ON-DEMAND LIBRARY | CECL Impact: Auditor Focus Versus 
Regulator Focus

INSIGHT FROM THE ON-DEMAND LIBRARY | Top Cybersecurity Threats and Trends

Fast-forward to 2020, and you’ll see an uptick of phishing and scam activity, with fraudsters taking 
advantage of the pandemic. The University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) reported paying $1.14 
million in ransom to a scam that targeted their School of Medicine’s research on COVID-19; and over 
the course of two months during the first wave of the pandemic, the UK’s National Cyber Security 
Centre (NCSC) collected more than a million suspicious emails.3 In response to these trends, it’s 
important to be vigilant in looking for breaches by implementing systems for early breach detection, 
instead of solely focusing on prevention. It’s also important to empower your non-security staff to 
act as an effective line of defense through training and education, and utilize the principle of least-
privilege by restricting access to data.
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When it comes to choosing a commercial growth strategy (or even determining if a commercial growth 
strategy is right for your credit union), there’s no one-size-fits-all approach. For Michigan State University 
Federal Credit Union, that growth journey has focused on organic growth to grow and serve its member 
base and its communities. 

Over the last five years, Michigan State University FCU has spent a significant amount of time and effort 
growing its commercial products and services. CEO of Michigan State University FCU April Clobes 
offered lessons learned and advice in the session, Is a Commercial Growth Strategy Right for You?

C H O O S I N G  A  C O M M E R C I A L 
G R O W T H  S T R AT E G Y

INSIGHT FROM THE MAIN STAGE | Is a Commercial Growth Strategy Right for You?

Evaluate your portfolio regularly and identify the challenges of your commercial accounts.

Do you need to downgrade the risk rating for the portfolio for each loan?

Who’s on a management watch?

Who needs to be reserved at a higher level?

Have your policies evaluated every year. 

As your program grows and matures, make sure those policies grow  
and mature with your level of knowledge and your team’s knowledge. 

Consider an annual audit for your member business loan portfolio.

Review items like documentation and risk rating.
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Start focusing on the details of the company’s projects 
and products, their supply chains, and their debtors.

INSIGHT FROM THE ON-DEMAND LIBRARY | Squeezed on All Sides: Understanding 
Today’s Business Borrowers

If you choose to pursue a commercial growth strategy, consider the tips presented in the session, 
Squeezed on All Sides: Understanding Today’s Business Borrowers. Traditional financing metrics for 
traditional business loans, SBA loans, lines of credit, and term loans are based on the five Cs: character, 
capacity, capital, conditions, and collateral. But with such a dramatic economic downturn resulting from 
the COVID-19 pandemic, not a lot of credit unions will be comfortable with unsecured lending; and 
metrics like historical performance and historical credit scores will be less useful for judging the risk of 
future performance. To manage risk and determine a good candidate for a loan, you’ll need to start 
focusing on the details of the company’s projects and products, their supply chains, and their debtors.
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It’s been said the only constant in life is change – and we’ve seen a lot of change as of late. But change 
isn’t a bad thing. Change helps us grow. It helps us learn, evolve, and thrive. 

As we focused this year’s SEC on moving forward, we asked for your thoughts, insight, and input. For 
you to find your forward. The response was nothing short of inspiring. 

We saw amazing forwards like “how to communicate with young people to share information, real 
news, items that will impact them in a way they will read and interact with;” and even outside of the 
conference, we heard heartwarming stories from credit unions stepping up to do the right thing in 
their communities. LGE Community Credit Union surprised local shoppers with gift cards for back-to-
school shopping; and Unify Financial Credit Union worked with the LA Rams and Southport Marketing 
to spread some joy to the Inglewood Police Department and first responders by picking, packing, and 
delivering shirts.

We may not know what the future holds, but we do know that tomorrow is calling us forward. 
Members need the help of this community of credit unions – and our simple but noble  
calling is to be there in those moments of need.

M O V I N G  F O R WA R D  T O G E T H E R

Visit the conference website for a more 
in-depth look back at the 2020 SEC & 
TechConnect as well as updates for the 
2021 SEC.

VISIT THE SITE

SOURCES:  
1. Harris, Adrienne. 2020 Symitar Educational Conference: Digital Community: The Importance of Human-Centered Finance. August 31, 2020. 
2. Geis, Jennifer. 2020 Symitar Educational Conference: Payments: The Digital Battle That Your Credit Union Must Win. September 1, 2020.
3. Eaves, Jr., S. Allen. 2020 Symitar Educational Conference: Top Cybersecurity Threats and Trends. August 31, 2020.
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